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Instructions for CTR data fitting exercises demonstrated during tutorial
For more info on GenX, see the documentation provided by the developers at
https://genx.sourceforge.io/doc/
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Download GenX from http://genx.sourceforge.net/
Download hematite_start.hgx from GSECARS CTR tutorial directory
When you start GenX, you’ll be asked to choose a profile. Choose “Empty” and click “OK”

Then open hematite_start.hgx
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Note about versions: Tutorial and screen shots on following slides used
GenX2, latest version on SourceForge site is GenX3. Model has been
tested and works in both.
The two GUI’s look a little different but the controls are the same
In GenX2 the data plots do not have axis labels

GenX2

In GenX3, the developers have hard‐coded axis labels that are
incorrect for how we work with our data. The calculations are done
correctly, it’s only the labels that are wrong.
Axis label

What’s really displayed

Intensity (a.u.)

|F| (a.u.)

FOM

Difference plot

q (A‐1)

L Miller Index

GenX3
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Preparing a data set (these steps have been done for you in hematite_start.hgx)
After integration, average symmetry equivalent CTRs

Load data file into GenX
Settings
>> Data Loader
>> gsecars_ctr

For each data point we need:
• HKL
• |F| (structure factor)
• Ferr (error bar on F)
• LB* (position of a Bragg peak on the rod)
• dL* (Bragg peak spacing on rod)

Import Data

*LB, dL used in roughness model
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GenX Interface
Current figure‐of‐merit

Data
Fit
Data List
Difference Plot
L Miller Index

Model Script
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GenX Interface
Current figure‐of‐merit

Data
Fit
Simulate
Start Fit

Difference Plot

Stop Fit
Compute
Error Bars

Parameter Grid
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GenX Interface
Current figure‐of‐merit

FOM

FOM as function of generations

Generation #

Help >>
Built‐in Help >>
FOM…
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GenX Interface

Min‐Max
range
scaled 0‐1

Parameter #

Current
range in
Currentactive
Value
Parameter
Grid
population
Current Value
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GenX Interface

FOM scan
FOM

Hold all other parameters fixed
Scan selected parameter over Min‐Max range

Current Value

Current Error Bar
Level (default 1.05
* current FOM)

Min‐Max range scaled 0‐1
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Defining convergence

FOM trace has
flattened and is no
longer changing

Parameter range
boxes have collapsed
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Establishing Optimization Parameters (these have been set for you in hematite_start.hgx)
Settings >> Optimizer
Mutation and replication constants (see next three slides)

Optimization method,
see Bjorck (2011)
FOM selection
Parameter error bars are estimated
from range of values taken that
produced FOM’s within “Error bar
level” * Best fit FOM
Using Start guess can make fits faster
but introduces model bias

Population size (# of vectors) can be
either relative (* # of parameters) or
absolute (“fixed”)
Max Generations can be either relative
(* # of parameters * pop size)
or absolute (“fixed”)

Number of parallel processed to be
used (optimize for number of CPU’s
you have available)

Autosave guards against losing work if
program crashes
Buffer size for generations held in
memory, important for error bar calcs
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Fitting with differential evolution
M. Björck – J. Appl. Cryst. (2011) 44:1198
A set of N model fit parameters is a vector in N‐dimensional space
Start with a parent population of such vectors p0, p1, p2, …
Mutation:
• Take the difference between two randomly selected vectors ‐ pr1, pr2
• Scale by mutation constant ‐ km (0 < km < 1)
• Add to a base vector pbase (either randomly chosen or the current best‐fit)
• Calculate mutated individual ‐ m

m = pbase + km(pr1 ‐ pr2)
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Fitting with differential evolution
M. Björck – J. Appl. Cryst. (2011) 44:1198
Recombination:
• Create trial population t0, t1, t2, … from parent population
• Combine parameters in each parent vector with mutant vector, m
• Probability that mutant parameter, mi,j is inserted is given by recombination constant, kr (0 < kr < 1)

Trial vector ti,j =
•

mi,j if rand < kr
pi,j otherwise

Compare trial population to parent population, generate new parent population for next generation
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Fitting with differential evolution
M. Björck – J. Appl. Cryst. (2011) 44:1198

•
•
•

Choosing km, kr requires empirical tuning
Too aggressive → fit quenches in local minimum
Not aggressive enough → fit takes too long to converge

•
•

Algorithm is inherently parallelizable
Speed dramatically improved with message passing
interface (MPI) code run on large clusters
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Building a model

Lattice
parameters

Bulk unit cell

Surface
unit cell
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Before we start fitting, let’s get a feel for parameter space
1.
2.

Simulate the rods with the current model by clicking the lightning bolt.
Manually adjust inst.set_inten (scale factor) to match structure factors near Bragg peaks on all rods. To do so, either:

A. Type a number in the “Value” box for that row then simulate
(lightning bolt)

OR

B. Under the “Fit” menu, turn on “Simulate Automatically”
then click in the “Value” box and use the up/down arrows
(warning ‐ this occasionally results in unstable behavior)
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Getting a feel for parameter space
2.

Manually adjust rough.setBeta (roughness) between 0‐0.9. What general effect does this parameter have?

3.

Manually adjust occupancies for top layers of atoms (O6, Fe11, Fe10). Do these occupancies affect some rods more than others? Do some atoms have
stronger effects than others? Is it clear which termination dominates the surface? What happens if you set all three to zero? How does that compare to
setting all three to one?

4.

Set O6, Fe11, Fe10 occupancies to 1

5.

Manually adjust dz parameters for O6, Fe11, Fe 10. Do they affect some rods more than others? Do some atoms have stronger effects than others?

6.

Try using the FOM scan function to select values for the dz parameters. Choose a parameter, right‐click in the left‐most column (either a number or “‐”),
select “Scan FOM”, and click “OK”. Can you use this function to determine if these parameters are correlated with one another?
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To run a fit click the green arrow near the top of the screen
Set all occupancies to 1, all dz’s to zero

1.

Fit inst.set_inten (scale factor) and rough.setBeta (roughness).
‐ How close are the results to the values you determined manually?
‐ How do the fits look near the Bragg peaks? In the valleys?
‐ Note your scale and roughness fit values and save as “fit1”

2.

Add O6, Fe10, Fe11 occupancies and fit again.
‐ Did your scale factor and roughness change?
‐ How much did your FOM change? How do the fits look? Where are the largest
misfits? How do the results compare to what you determined with manual
adjustment?
‐ Note your fit parameter and FOM values and save as “fit2”

3.

Add O6, Fe10, Fe11 dz’s and fit again.
‐ Did your scale, roughness, or occupancy parameters change?
‐ How much did your FOM change?
‐ Note your fit parameter and FOM values and save as “fit3”
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4.

Add a few more dz’s to the parameter grid:
‐

Based on your experience so far with parameter strength, decide whether to add Fe,
O, or both kinds of atoms.

‐

Choose an empty row, right click in the “Parameter” box in an empty row, select
“Slab”, select “surf”, and choose a parameter from the list (inefficient if there are a lot
of atoms in the slab)

‐

Alternatively, right click in the “Parameter” box for that row, select “Manual Edit” and
type a parameter name using this format: surf.setZNdz where Z is the element and N is
the number assigned in the figure

‐

Establish Min and Max limits for these new parameters (use others as a guide)

‐

How many dz’s are needed to reduce your 2 by more than 5%?

‐

Save as “fit4”
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5.

So far we have only considered out of plane relaxation, not in‐plane. What about dx and dy? Before we turn these on, we need to decide whether
this is allowed by symmetry.
–

–
–
–

–
–

Hematite crystallizes in space group R ‐3 c, in which there are 3‐fold axes parallel to c at
x=0
y=0
x = 1/3 y = 2/3
x = 2/3 y = 1/3
All Fe atoms lie on these special positions in x, y
To move them would split them into 3 separate positions, thus the Fe atoms cannot move in x, y
O atoms do not lie on special positions in x, y and are three‐fold in multiplicity. They can move so long as their three‐fold symmetry is maintained,
which is handled by the symmetry code in GenX.
Tighten the limits on some other fit parameters to shrink search volume (and speed up fit)
Add dx and dy for O6 to your fit (set limits +/‐ 0.05) – do they improve the fit quality?
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6.

So far we have assumed surface atoms have the same disorder/thermal (Uiso) parameters as bulk atoms, but this is not always true
‐

Add surf.setFe11u and surf.setFe10u to your parameter grid

‐

Use the bulk 0.004 value as a starting point

‐

Set Min = 0.004 and Max = 0.05

‐

Add these new parameters to the fit. Do they improve the fit quality?

‐

Compare to your previous fit results – have any of the other parameters changed in response to adding Uiso’s?

‐

Do you think adding Uiso for O6 is likely to improve the fit? You can try a start value and Min = 0.005, Max = 0.1 if you’d like.
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7.

The crystal was polished and cleaned using aqueous solutions, stored in air at ambient humidity, and likely has adsorbed water on it. Although we
measured under helium gas, this is unlikely to have driven bound water from the surface. Let’s add a layer of O atoms representing adsorbed
water molecules (the H atoms are too light to be “seen” by x‐rays).
‐

Switch from the “Grid” tab to the “Script” tab at the bottom of the screen

‐

Locate the part of the script where the surface unit cell is defined. Look for “surf = model.Slab(c=1.0)” and lines that begin “surf.add_atom…”

‐

Create a new slab that will sit on top of the slab named “surf” with the came c‐lattice parameter as the bulk:
# Define water layer
water = model.Slab(c = 1.0)
water.add_atom('Ow', 'o', 0.972567, 0.639233, 0.083333, 0.005, 1.0, 3.0)

‐

We don’t know where the waters will be, so let’s use the positions of the next layer of O atoms in the unit cell as a starting point. Using the
bottom layer of O atoms (O1) from the “surf” slab as a template, add a layer of O atoms to the new slab. Assume that like the other O atoms,
this atom is not on one of the three‐fold axes and therefore represents 3 symmetry related atoms (mult = 3.0).

‐

Add the new slab on top of the “surf” slab in your sample. Find the appropriate line in the script, and edit to read:
sample = model.Sample(inst, bulk, [surf] + [water], unitcell)
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7.

(cont’d)
‐

Add the new atom’s occupancy, dx, dy, dz, and Uiso parameters to your parameter grid; set Values and limits as follows
Parameter

Value

Min

water.setOwoc

Max

0

0

3

0.005

0.005

0.1

water.setOwdx

0

‐0.5

0.5

water.setOwdy

0

‐0.5

0.5

water.setOwdz

0

‐0.05

0.3

water.setOwu

‐

In the interest of speed, turn off all other fit parameters

‐

Run the fit with the new parameters. Do they significantly improve the fit? Do you see convincing evidence for adsorbate atoms that are
laterally registered with the hematite surface?
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CTR data fitting questions
For this model and these data:
1.

Which parameters are strongest, and which are weakest? Why? What would you expect if you were fitting data from a uranium oxide? What
about quartz (SiO2)?

2.

For which parameters do you have the most and least confidence in the results? Why?
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